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ITEM:SMBC-2525　　 NAME:Spare tire mounted bike carrier

Install the tie down strap to the 
buckle then tighten the strap by 
pulling the strap against the 
buckle.

Install the strap (with the square 
ring) like the diagram illustrated
then pull the strap down toward 
the front side of spare tire. 

Install the strap to the buckle then
tighten the strap by pulling it 
against the buckle.

Loosen the lower black hubs of 
both sides of rear brace by 
rotate in an anti-clockwise way.

This will allow the rear brace of 
bike carrier to move for correct
rack placement on the spare tire.

Diagram illustrates the rear brace
mounted on the spare tire. It is
recommended to have 90 degree
between rear brace and main 
frame.

Also secures the upper black 
hubs by flipping the hub in a
clockwise way. Make sure the
hubs are interlocked. 

Install the tie down strap (without 
the square ring) to the buckle 
located on the both side of rear 
brace.

Release the buckle then bring the
strap over to the other side of
spare tire.

Thank you for purchasing bike 
carrier from us. First please 
check all items in the box: bike 
carrier with 2 attached straps, 
1 safety strap, 2 large foam
pads and 2 small foam pads.

When the spare tire is on the right
side, the support arms should be 
on the left side. Caution: refer to 
step 20 to step 23 for changing 
the direction of support arm. 

When the spare tire is on the left 
side, the support arm should be 
on the right side.Caution: refer to 
step 20 to step 23 for changing 
the direction of support arm.

Loosen upper black hubs of both 
side by rotating hub in an anti-
clockwise way.

This will allow the rear brace of
bike carrier to move for correct 
rack placement on the spare tire.

After ensuring the rear brace and
main frame mount on the spare
tire properly, then secures the
lower black hubs by rotating in an
clockwise way. Make sure the 
hubs are interlocked by
turning the hub in a clockwise way.
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Optional accessories：

Bike adaptor

CAUTION

1.1 This carrier has been designed and manufactured to attach securely to a variety of vehicles.
      The attachment of this carrier to a vehicle is safety critical and beyond the control of the 
      manufacturer. The user must therefore ensure that the cycle carrier is suitable for use with
      their particular vehicle and that both carrier and cycles are securely and safely attached to 
      the vehicle.

1.2 During your journey, frequently check the tension of carrier fixing straps and the security of 
      the cycles carried.

1.3 Be cautious that the bicycles and bicycle carrier do not come close to exhaust pipe of the 
      vehicle.

1.4 The maximum load for this bicycle carrier is 70lbs. Do not over load.

1.5 Reduce the speed when on rough roads.

1.6 Remove the bike carrier from the vehicle before using a car wash.

Release the side straps (located on 
the both side of upper hubs) then 
secure the hook at the space between 
trunk lid and rear light then tighten the 
straps by pulling them against the 
buckles. Caution: If it is necessary to 
open the trunk/tailgate to install hooks, 
make sure the trunk/tailgate is closed 
firmly after you install hooks.

Follow the same procedure at the
other side.

Safety strap is used to secure 
bikes to bike carrier. This helps 
the bikes from wobbling during 
the journey.

After bikes are mounted, 
retighten all the straps by pulling 
them against the buckles. 
Organize the rest of the straps 
with rubber band.

In order to change the direction of
supporting arm, please turn the quick
released handle counterclockwise then
remove the carriage bolt, side strap
with hooks, and steel fixing part.

Follow the same procedure at the
other side.

After removing the carriage bolt, side
straps with hooks, and steel fixing
part, flip the supporting arm by
180 degree.

Install the carriage bolt, side straps
with hooks, and steel fixing part
back to their original position. 
Turn the quick released handle
clockwise to finish the installation.


